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WITH THE RABBI
On May 31st our Rabbi’s message appeared in the week-end edition of the Montreal Star’s
column “Design for Living”
Our Rabbi spoke at the Annual Dinner of the Yeshiva Merkaz Hatora on May 22nd held at the
Young Israel of Montreal Synagogue.
Our Rabbi was invited to deliver the sermon at the convention of the Association of Men’s Clubs
of Yeshiva University Synagogue Council, held at the Pioneer Country Club, Greenfield Park,
N.Y. on June 9-12. He was presented with an illuminated scroll and given a Polaroid camera in
appreciation for having served as an advisor to the Association.
Our Rabbi will broadcast radio messages during the month of August on CJAD every Sunday at 8:45 A.M.
The Rabbi’s article “where are the existentialist Jews” appeared in a new literary magazine called
the “Canadian Jewish Digest”, of which he is an associate editor.

The Rabbi’s Charity Funds Recipients:
Here are the institutions that have benefited from our Rabbi’s Charity Fund this year:
Israel Children’s Homes Immigrant Shelter // Lubavitcher Yeshiva in Montreal // Beth Jacob
Schools in Montreal // Ezrath Achim for Passover Relief // Yeshivat Hadorom Educational
Institute in Israel // Yechia Akza Yemen Charity // Kollel Rabbi Moses Shotzkes Institution in
Israel // Ezras Torah Supporting Jewish Indigent Scholars world wide // Diskin Orphan Home
in Israel which prepares orphans for trade and professions // Teffereth Jerusalem Educational
Institution // Shaare Zedeck Hospital in Israel // Yeshiva Merkaz Hatorah in Montreal.
These charities are but a few from the very many requests received by our Rabbi. Each request
is carefully reviewed by our Rabbi, and which are deemed the most worthy, are issued funds.
Cases of local origin have been included in the fund’s distribution. Complete confidence is
observed, and only the Rabbi and President know of them.
One of the greatest blessings that humankind can give is charity. It is a method of showing
appreciation to G-d for the good fortune, when we share what we have. The support of Torah
educational institutions is also a method of preserving the ideals for which we live.
Those of you who are willing to donate charity, may send their contributions to the Synagogue
at 1859 Romiti Street, the Rabbi at 1135 Miller Street, or our Parnass, Jerry Sculnick at 1335
Ridgewood Avenue.
( Yashor Koach to Fred Rudy for providing us all with these memorable historical

moments, which some of us may still remember!)

